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i. introduction

Study of the decay properties of the hot nuclei is one of the most challenging topics of

modern nuclear physics. The excitation energy of the hot nuclei (500-700 MeV) is

comparable with the total binding energy. They disintegrate via a new multibody decay

mode - thermal multifragmentation. This process is characterized by the copious emission

of intermediate mass fragments which are heavier than alpha particles but lighter than

fission fragments (IMF, 2<Z•~20). Such multibody disintegration is not an exotic but the

main decay channel ot'a very hot nuclear system.

The development of this field has been strongly stimulated by an idea that this process is

related to the nuclear liquid-gas phase transition. One of the first nuclear models, suggested

by N. Bohr. K. Weizsaecker, and Ya.t. Frenkel 65 years ago, is the liquid-drop model, which

has been successfully used up to now. The liquid - gas phase transition in nuclear matter was

predicted much later [1-3] on the basis of the similarity between van der Waals and nucleon-

nucleon interactions. In both cases the attraction between particles is replaced by repulsion

at a small interaction range. As a result, the equations of state are similar for so different

systems. It is well seen in the phase diagram (Fig.]) taken from [2]. The figure shows the

isotherms for pressure as a function of volume calculated for the van der Waals system and

the Fermi gas of nucleons interacting through Skyrme forces. The scales are the same for

both cases due to the use of dimensionless variables: pressure, volume and temperature are

given as ratios to the critical values P,, V l/p ( p, is the critical density) and T, The very

steep part of the isotherms (on the left ) corresponds to the liquid phase. The gas phase is

presented by the right parts of the isotherms where pressure is changing smoothly with

increasing volume. A point of peculiar interest is the part of the diagram below the hatched

line where the isotherms correspond to negative compressibility. The density here is

significantly, reduced as compared to the liquid phase. This is a spinodal region

characterized by the phase instability. One can imagine that a hot nucleus expands due to

thermal pressure and enters into the metastable region. Due to density fluctuations, a

homogeneous system converts into the mixed-phase state, consisting of droplets (IMF's)

surrounded by nuclear gas (nucleons and light composite particles). In fact, the final state of

this transition is a nuclear fog [3].
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Fig.]I. Comparison of the equation of state for a van der Waals gas and for a nuclear system

interacting through a Skyrmne force (tile relative units are used).
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The neutrons fly away with the energies corresponding to the system temperature (5-6

MeV). while the charged particles are additionalix accelerated in the Coulomb field of the

system. D)isintegration time is determined by the time scale of the thermodynamic

fluctuations and is expected to be v'ery short. Fhis is a scenario Of nuclear

11u.1tifragmcentation as the spinodal deconiposition. considered in a number of theoretical and

experimental papers (see, for example, [4-1 01 and review papers I12]). This picture was

proved experimentally with a significant contribution from the FASA collaboration: the

short review of the results obtained is presented below.

As for the critical temperature for the liquid-gas phase transition Tc (at which the surface

tenision vanishes), its value is not definitely known. There are many theoretical calculations

of T for finite nuclei. In Ref. [1,2] it is done using a Skyrnme effective interaction and

thermal Hartree-Fock theory. The values of T, were found to be 18.1 MeV [] and in the

range (8.1-20.5) MeV 12] depending on the chosen Skyrmie interaction parameters. There arc

not yet reliable experimental data for F, though it is claimed in a number of' papers. he

latest of them is Re(' [13]. where it is stated that 1F,6.7±0.2' MeV. We return t the

discussion of this point in Chapter 6.

2. H-ow to produce and study hot nuclei

An effective way to produce hot nuclei is collisions of heavy ions with energies up to

hundreds of MeV per nucleon. Around a dozen of sophisticated experimerttal devices wecre

created to study nuclear multifragmentatiort with heavy ion beams. But in this case hreating

of nuclei is accompanied by compression, strong rotation and shape distortion, which nma\

essentially influence the decay properties of hot nuclei.

Investigation of dynamic effects caused by excitation of collective (or mechanical")

degrees of freedom is interesting in itselt" but there is a great probleti of' disentangling all

these eects to get information on the thermodynamic properties of a hot nuclear s stem.

one gains simplicity, and the picture becomes clearer. when light relativistic projectiles

(first of all protons. antiprotons, pions) are used. In contrast to heavy ion collisiorts.

fragments are emitted by the only source - the slowly moving target spectator. Its excitatioti

energy is almost entirely thermal. Light relativistic projectiles provide therel`6re a unique
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possibility of investigating "thermal multifragmentation". which was realized in the FASA

project.

Figure 2 illustrates the central collision of a relativistic proton with a heavy target (usually it

is ALt). Passing through the target. the proton creates an intranulClear cascade. ast cascadc

particles are ejected into the forw.ard hemisphere. but slovwer ones arc absorbed by the target

spectator. As a result, the hot remnant nucleus expands and disintegrates emitting nuICclonS

and fragments.

To study multifragmnentation with the beams of the Dubna synchrophasotron. a 4 Sup

FASA was created [ 4]. The device consists of to main parts~

I ) Five dE-E telescopes (at = 24', 680, 7', 11 2L' and 1 56" with the beam direction).

which serve as triggers for the read-out of the system allowing the measurement of the

fragment charge and energy distributions, Ionization chambers and Si(Au) detectors are

used as dE and E counters respectively.

2) A fragment multiplicity detector (FMD) including 64 C( I ) Cottnters (l a

scintillator thickness averaging 35 mg-cm- 2), which cover 89% of 47t. The FMD gives

the number of IMF's in the event and their angular distribution.

A self-supporting Au target 1.0 mg/cm 2 thick is located at the center of the FASA vacuum

chamber (Ilm in diameter).

ihe following beams were used: protons at energies 2.16, 3.6 and 8.1 GeV[151, YFe at

energies 4 and 14.6 GeV and 2C at 22.4 GeV[16]. The mean beam intensity was around

7-10' p/spill for protons and helium and 1108 p/spill for carbon projectiles (spill length 300

ins. spill period 10 ).

In the last years FASA has been significantly upgraded, a new counter array consisting of

25 dE-E telescopes was developed. At present, the total number of detectors in FASA is 129

which are supplied with 193 electronic channels.

3. Evidence for thermalization of the target spectator at break-up

Let us consider a very important point of thermalization of the system at break-up. 1To

check whether this state is close to the thermal equilibrium, the plots were composed for the

fragment yields in terms of the longitudinal-v~ersus-transverse velocity components. hey

look similar for all collisions investigated. Figure 3 shows such plots for ie+ Att and I 2C 
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Fig. 2. Illustr-ative picture of acentral collision ofa relativistic proton with a heavy target.
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Fig. 3. Transverse versus longitudinal velocity plot for carbon isotopes produced in He (14.6 eV)

and '
2C (22.4 GeV) collisions with Au target. Circles are drawn through points of equal invariant

Cross section corresponding to isotropic emission in the moving source framne.
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Fig.4. a) Measured IMF-miultiplicity distributions and fits with a Fermi functions (folded with the

experimental filter) associated with a trigger fragment for p + Au collisions at 8.! GeV He -' Au at

14.6 GeV and 2C -+ Au at 22.4 GeV . b Symbols represent directly reconstructed priinary 11I

distributions: histograms are the Fermi distributions used to it the data in the left part. I e lines are

calculated w ith the INC -+ Expansion -4 MM model.



Au interactions 163. Thie symbols correspond to the constant invariant cross sections taken

for emitted carbon hragments. The lines connecting the experimental points form circles

demonstrating isotropic emission in the frame of the moving source. This indicates that the

fr-agment emission proceeds from a thermalized state. The center positions of circles

determinle te ource \elocities. which are found to be in the range of (0.01 -0.02) c [hie

IM F agl1ar distribution in the laboratory system exhibits a forN\ard peak caused b te

source motion

Another indlinu in tC or of the therHIla C(qUiihritu is tat the fnment kinetic Cenere,.

spectra look like IM-IN~kellian nes wIith maXimumI iound te Coulomb barrier tollo\\ c b\

ant xponenitial tail. All these bserx ations canl be considered as good moItivationI or uIsing1

statistical approaches to describe the data. It was done in our tudies rather successfullN.

Some details of the model used are given in te next section. but here for the illustration we

present in ig,.4 te fragment mtiltiplicity distributions for ditferent collisions in comparison

with the model calculations.

4. Density of the system at break-up

WVhat is the size of a fragmenting target spectator? Is it true that a el-\ hot nucleus

expands due to the thermal pressure to et into the phase instability (spinlodal) region To

answer this question we measured 17] the distribtition of te relative velocities for

coincident fragments at large correlation angles. The fragment kinetic energy is determined]

in the main by te acceleration in the Coulomb field of' the fragmienting nucleus. Therefore.

the fr-agment velocity is sensitive to the configuration of the system at the break-UP mom11enlt.

InI the upper part of Fig.5 two variants of fragment emission are sown: evaporation rom

thle surhice of the nticleus with normal density (right) and the Voltime decay of te expanded

system (left).

The measured distribution is shi fted to te lower velocities relative to the calcutlated

one for the surface emission, this observation is in fvor of' the volume fagmient emission.

After quantitative analysis of the data by means of combined model (see blow\) it \\ts

concluded thatr the fragment emission occurs fromt the expanded s stem \\ith the 'lt',n

densi t) 3-4 times snia I er than the norm11al o I S. Q . I S1 C c oI I Si o1Ii is dL i i 11hkIIII

the considerations of te fragment kinetic energy spectra [15f. So. one can say that tltenItal
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Fig.5. Distribution of relative velocities for the coincident fragments from 4He+Au collisions

(at 14.6 eV) measured at correlation angles 5Oo-]8Oo. The vertical line shows the

expected maximum position for fragment evaporation from the nucleus surface. The data are

shifted to lower velocities, corresponding to the volume disintegration of the expanded

system.
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mullifragmentation is indeed the spinodal decomposition process. This conclusion is

Supportcd bN measuring the time scale of fragment emission, which is very fast (see the next

chapter).

NowN let us consider the combined model. The reaction mechanism for light relativistic

projectiles is usually divided into two steps. The first one is a fast energy deposition stage,

during which energetic light particles are emitted and the nuclear remnant is excited. The

fast stage is usually described by the intranuclear cascade model (INC). We use the version

of the INC from [20] to get the distribution of the nuclear remnants in charge, mass and

excitation energy. The second stage is described by the statistical multifragmentation model

(SMM) [21]. Within the MM the probability of different decay channels of the excited

remnant is proportional to their statistical weight. The break-up volume determining the

Coulomb energy of the system is taken to be t
/b (1 i- k) A/pO, where A is the mass number

of the decaying nucleus, p is the normal nuclear density, k is the model parameter. So,

thermal expansion before the break-up is assumed. The break-up density is pbo, 4(1+k ). It

is found that this traditional approach fails to describe the observed IMF multiplicities,

whose mean values saturate at (2.2 ± 0.2). The expansion stage is inserted between the two

parts of calculation. In fact, the excitation energies and the residual masses are finely tuned

to get agreement with the measured MF multiplicities, i.e., the values for the residual (after

INC) masses and their excitation energies are scaled on an event-by-event basis (see for

details [ 15,16] ). The final stage of the combined model INC Expansion + SMM is the

multibody Coulomb trajectory calculations for all charged particles in the exit channel

(again on an event-by-event basis). As a result, the fragment energies and momenta are

obtained and can be compared with the experimental data.

5. Thermal multifragmentation-a new decay mode of hot nuclei

The time scale of IMF emission is a crucial characteristic for understanding the

mechanism of this decay process: whether it is a "slow" successive and independent

evaporation of IMF's or a new (multibody) decay mode with "simultaneous" ejection of the

fragments governed by the total accessible phase space. "Simultaneous" means that all the

fragments are liberated during the time which is smaller than the characteristic Coulomb

time r, It)0 2 s [22], which is the mean time of fragment acceleration in the Coulomb field
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of the system. In that case, emission of the fragments is not independent, they interact wNith

each other via the Coulomb forces during the acceleration. Thus, measurement ot' the \1[F

emission time r,, (the mean time separation between two consecutive fragment emissions)

is a direct way to answer the question as to the nature of the multifragmentation

phenomenon.

There are two procedures to measure the emission time: analysis of the IMl:-lNIl

correlation function in respect to the relative velocity and the relative angle. We used the

second method. Figure 6 shows the IMF-IMF relative angle correlation for the

fragmentation target spectator in He (14.6 GeV) I- Au collisions [18]. The correlation

function exhibits a minimum at 0,ffO arising from the Coulomb repulsion between the

coincident fragments. The magnitude of this effect drastically depends on the time scale o'

emission. since the longer the time distance between the fragments. the larger their space

separation and the weaker the Coulomb repulsion. The multibody Coulomb trajectory

calculations fit the data on the assumption that the mean emission time is less than 75 m/c

(2.3 1022 s). This value is significantly smaller than the characteristic Coulomb tne r,.

The trivial mechanism of IMF emission (independent evaporation) is definitely excluded.

A similar result is obtained in our recent paper [23], devoted to the time scale

measurement for multifragment emission in p i- Au collisions at 8.1 GeV. The model

dependence of the results was carefully investigated. Figure 7 shows the experimental

correlation function and the calculated ones for two values of the break-up volumes: I',, 4,

and V=8V0. The mean emission time is found to be Tm = (50 ± 10) fm/c. One should notice

that this value is in fact the mean time of fragment formation at break-up conditions. The

total duration time of the reaction is larger. It includes the thermalization time (10-20 f/c)

and the mean expansion time before the disintegration of hot nucleus, which is around 75

fm/c according to model estimation [ 5.24].

6. Evolution of the reaction mechanism with increasing projectile mass

It is shown in a number of papers. that the multifragment emission in the central collisions

of very heavy ions is not described by the statistical models. Initial compression of' the

system is tremendous and the collective part of the excitation energy is so large that the

partition of the system into fragments is likely to be a very fast dynamic process [25 1. In hat

to
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the measured correlation functions (for p + Au at 8. GeV) with the calculated

ones for different mean decay times of the fragmenting system: solid, dashed, dotted and dash -

dotted lines for 7<-_ = 0, 50, 100 and 200 f/c. Calculations are made with INC+Exp.i-SMM model

assuming t4o values of break-up volumes: V, (upper panel) and 4V, (lower panel).
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case the fragment kinetic energy is largely determined by the decompressional collective

flow. It is ineresting to follow the evolution of the multifragmentation mechanism (as the

projectile mass increases) from pure thermal to that influenced by the dynamic effects.

6. IFragmnent charge distribution

We performed the comparative study of multifr-agmentation induced in a gold target by

relativistic protons, helium and carbon ions [1 6,26]. It was already demonstrated that in all

the eases one dealt with disintegration of a thermally equilibrated system (Fig.3). and IMF

multiplicity distributions were well reproduced by the statistical model (Fig.4). It was also

found that charge distributions of fragments were similar for all the collisions studied, and

they are very well described by the combined INC + expansion + SMM model ( Fig.8).

The general trend of the IMF charge distributions is also well reproduced by a power law

Y'(Z) - Z I' In earlier papers on multifragmentation [3,27-29] such power-law dependence

for the fragment charge yield was interpreted as an indication of the proximity of the

decaying state to the critical point for the liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear matter. This

was stimulated by the application of the classical Fisher drop model [30], which predicted a

pure power law droplet-size distribution with 7r =2-3 at the critical point. According to this

model, the r-parameter has a minimal value at the critical temperature. So, in the spirit of

the Fisher model, the data in the insert of Fig.8 should be considered as an indication of the

'critical behavior" of the system at the beam energies (5-10) GeV. But it is not the case. The

power law is well explained at temperatures far below the critical point. As is seen in Fig.8,

the pure thermodynamical MM predicts that the IMF charge distribution is close to a

power law at freeze-out temperatures of 5-6 MeV, while the critical temperature is assumed

to be T=18 MeV. The statistical model also predicts the parabolic dependence of the

exponent r on the excitation energy with the minimal value around 2.0 at E*/A = 3-5 MeV

[3 1.

In Ref. [32] the value of the critical temperature is estimated from the data on the fission

probabilities. In this paper the temperature dependence of the liquid-drop fission barrier is

calculated as in [I]. The critical temperature T (at which the surface tension vanishes) is

taken as a parameter. It is found that the barrier height is very sensitive to the ratio TT,.

Experimental data [33] and calculations are compared for highly excited "'Os. It is

concluded that 1 is delinitely higher than 10 MeV. The results a of recent paper [13] are in

13
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Fig. 8. Fragment charge distributions obtained at O= 870 for p + Au at 8.1 GeV (top), 4He + Au at 4 GeV.

'e+ Au at 14.6 GeV and C + Au at 22.4 GeV. The lines (left side) are calculated by INC + Exp.+ SMM

(normalized at Z=3). The power law fits are shown on the right panel with -c-parameters given as insert in a

function of the beam energy. The last point in insert is for '
2C + Au collisions at 44 GeV (from a preliminary

excperiment)
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contlict with that onclusion. The fragment mass distributions obtained by the ISIS

Collaboration were analyzed in the framework of the Fisher model with the Coulomb energy

taken into account. [he extracted critical temperature T 67 0.2 MeV. We believe that

this result should be treated w~ith caution. having in mind the shortcomings of the Fisher

model in application to the hot nuclear system [34].

6.2. Fragment kinetic energy spectra

[hle fr1-Ag[ment kinetic eCIIC'~ pectra are changing %0 ih increasing of the projectile mass. ['le

spectral shapes show~ an increase in te num111ber of high-energy fragments for heavier

projectiles. his observation is summinarized in Fig.9 (pper panel). . Iuich sows the mean

kiiietic energies er nleCIon as a function of the fragment charge. The igure reveals

retiarkable enhancemeitt i te kinetic energies or t e light fragmients (Z< 10) emitted in
41-le(14.6GeV) -i AL ad 2C(22.4 G3eV) + AuI collisiorts as compared to the (8.]GeV) + Aul

case. The calculated values (lilies) are obtained with the INC + expansion -' MNI combined

model. The measured eergies are close to the calculated ones fur p Au collisious i thie

range of fragment charges betv~cci 4 and 9. I 10oxe eer. te x PerIimIentI al value LC r 1`heIIa\ ir-

projectiles exceed the theoretical oes. which are similar for all three cases. W\hat i tl

causc of that?

The kinetic eergy of fragments is determined by fr trmIlS: terirIalI Motion. Coulomb

repulsion, rotation and collective expansion energies E E,,, E-,,, - rfe,, [he

Coulomb term is sigiiicantly larger than the thermal one as was slio\\nm in [ 5.231. I[he

contribution of the collective rotational energy is negligible even fu CAu ollisions

[16,26]. We suggest that the observed energy enhancement is caused by the expansion tlow

in time sstem. which is assumed to be radial as the velocity plot (mg.3) does not show a\

signiticant deviation from circular symmetry. Note that' the contribution of te colIClev

flow or p)(8. 1 eV) -r Au collisions is inconspicuous. As was estimated i II 5]. te mean

hlow velocity for that case is less than 0.02c. We believe that the observed low\ for hea ir

projectiles is driven by te thermal pressure, which is expected to be larger than fur) te

prtoir beamn.

1 5
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Fig.9. Upper part: Mean kinetic energies of fragments per nucleon measured at 0 870 for p(8.1

GeV), He(] 4.6 GeV) and '2C (22.4 GeV) collisions with At,. The lines are calculated within INC 

Exp. + SMM approach assuming no flow. Middle part: Flow energy per nucleon (dots) obtained as a

difference of the measured fragment kinetic energies and the values calculated under assumption of

no flow in the system. The dashed line represents a calculation assuming a linear radial profile for

the expansion velocity with v,_=O. I c. Lower part: Experimentally ddticed mean flow velocities

(dots) for '2C + Au collisions as a function f the frawnent charge (li seale). and thc meanl iclatise

radial coordinates of fragments (right scale), obtained under assumption o a linear radial profile for

the expansion velocity. The dashed line shows the mean radial coordinate according to SMM.
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An estimate of the fragment flow energies may be obtained as a difference between the

iiieasured IMF energies and those calculated without taking into account any flow in the

system. T'his difference for C +- Au collisions is shown in Fig.9 (middle panel).

In an attempt to describe the data we modified the SMM code in the INC + Exp. + SMM

concept by including a radial velocity boost for each particle at freeze out. In other words,

the radial expansion velocity was superimposed on the thermal motion in the calculation of

the multibody Coulomb trajectories. Self-similar radial expansion is assumed, when the

local flow velocity is linearly dependent on the distance of the particle from the center of

mass. The expansion velocity of particle Z located at radius R z is given by the following

expression:

vtp,. (Z) = v~o,, Rz / R5 ~ (I

where V"711 is the radial v'elocity on the surface of the system. Note that in this case the

density distribution is changing in dynamic evolution in a self-similar way being a function

of the scaled radius Rz/'R~). The use of the linear profile of the radial velocity is motivated by

thle hydrodynamic model calculations for an expanding hot nuclear system (see for example

Ref.35]). The value of v'flo,, was adjusted to describe the mean kinetic energy measured for

the carbon fragment.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the measured and calculated energy spectra (for

12C+Au collisions) assuming vfl,j-0.lc. The agreement is very good. The calculation

without a flow deviates strongly. There is a longstanding problem of a qualitative difference

between the chemical or thermal equilibrium temperature and the "kinetic" or so called

"slope temperature". A recent discussion of that point can be found in [36]. The mean

equilibrium temperature obtained in our calculations is 6.9 MeV. At the same time, the slope

temperature found from the spectrum shape is Ts=14.5 MeV for the "no flow" case (ee

dashed curve in insert). This is the mutual result of the thermal motion, Coulomb repulsion

during the volume disintegration and the secondary decay of the excited fragments.

Introducing a rather modest radial flow results in an increase of the slope temperature up to

T1-24 MeV.

Let's return to Fig.9 (middle). The model-calculated flow energy is given as a difference

of the calculated fragment energies obtained for v 17,,, 0. I c and v'l,, 0. The data deviate

signilicantly fromn te calculated values for Li and Be. It may be caused in part by the

17
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contribution of particle emission during the early stage of expansion from a hotter and

denser systemn. Ibhis explanation is supported by te fact that te extra energy of Li

fragments vvi th respect to the calculated value is clearly seen in Fig.9 (top) even for the

proton-induced fragmentation. where no significant low is expected.

As to Ilracnients heavier than carbon te calculated cur~ c in i .9 (middle t is abov e te

data and only slightly goes down \\ ith increasing fragment charge. This trend of the

Calculations is to be expected. Thle mean fragment flow energy is proportional to <R y->.

[his value aries only s ightlv w~ithi the fragment charge in the SMM code due to the

assumed equal probabilitN for fragments of a given charge to be formed at ay point of the

available break-uip volume. T[his assumption is a consequence of' the model simplification

that considers the sstem as a uniform one w~ith p(r)--const for I•R, ihe data in Fip.9

indicate that it is not the case. In fact. the dense interior of te expanded nucleus miay fav or

thle apearance f larger I MFEs if ragmuent a 1`1formed via the denIs it\ flucntuat ioins. I is

observation is also in accordance v~ith the aalo sis of the mean I NI I energ"-ieS perHrMed in

1151 for proton induced fragmentation. I is also seen in Fig.9 (top) that for

1) A collisions the measured energies are belox% the theoretical curve for ragnments

heavier than Ne. This may be explained by te preferential location of the hieav ier fragments

in the inte ior region of the freeze-out olumie, where the Coulomib ield is reduced.

The experimentally deduced mean flow velocities of IMF's or 2C+Aul collisions are

presented in Fig.9 (lower panel). The values for Li and Be are considered as upper limits

because of the possible contribution of the preequilibriumi emission. Te corresponding

values of <RI/ R,,,>. obtained under the assumption of' the linear radial rofile or te

expansion velocity, canl he cead o the right-hand scale of the igure. [hle dashed in su\ s

the mean radial coordinates of' the fragments according to the SMM code. The cculated

\values of'<RZ/-R,> are only slightly decreasing with Z in contrast o te data.

11[he total expansion energy canl be estimated by integrating the nucleon fno,\ enre

over the available volume at freeze out. For a Uniform system one gets:

(3/1 0 ) f *mt% (Z"1... )( I - r,, /R, ) (2)

where n?\ and r, are the nucleon mass and radius. For k--Au collisions it giv es /:""a,

I115 MeV. corresponding tothe flow velocity onl the sraeeult .Ic
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Similar results are obtained for He(14.6 GeV) Au collisions. The excitation energies

of the fragmenting systems studied are largely thermal ones, therefore we deal w~ith the

thermal multifiragmentation. It is reflected in Fig.] I where the mnean total excitation encrg~

per nucleon Eill=/Atik is shown as a function of the incident energy.

The full smbols correspond to the thermal part of the excitation energy otained ia

analysis of the data on fragment multiplicity and charge distributions with the combined

model of the process. Open symbols include the flow, energy. Thermal energies for thesc

cases are four times larger than collective ones. The onset of the collective flow driven by

the thermal pressure takes place at the excitation energy around 4MeV/nucleon, w~hich is in

good agreement with the results of [37]. The mean fragmenting masses are equal to 1 58.

103. 86 for proton (8.1 GeV), 4He (14.6 GeV) and 12C(22.4 GeV) collisions with AI

respectively. Note that selection of the events with the IMF multiplicity MŽ2 (for te

correlation measurements) results in an increase in the mean excitation energy by 0.5-0.7

Me V/nucleon [23].

7. Conclusion

In this work we study, the mechanism of multifiragment emission in collisions of'relatil istic

protons , 4He and 2C w ith an Au target. The data obtained support the interpretation of this

phenomenon as thermal multifiragmentation", which is a statistical break-up process of a

diluted and hot system with the density 3-4 times smaller than the normal one. Thermal

multifragmentation is a new multibody decay mode of an extremely excited nucleus with a

very short life time. It was found via IMF-IMF relative angle correlations that the fragment

mean emission time i-,,,• 70 fm/c. This decay process can be interpreated as the first order

nuclear "liquid-fog" phase transition inside the spinodal region ( spinodal decomposition).

The evolution of the thermal multifiragmentation mechanism with increasing projectile

mass was investigated. The onset of radial collective flow was observed for heavier

projectiles. It is believed to be driven by the thermal pressure. The mean total flow energy at

the break-up moment is estimated to be around 115 MeV for both 4H (14.6 GeV) and 2C

(22.4 0eV) beams, while the mean thermal excitation is around 400 MeV.
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The flow energy of fragments decreases as their charge increases. The analysis of the

data revcals interesting information on the fragment space distribution inside the break-up

v'oluine: heavier IMF are formed predominately in the interior of the fragmenting nucleus

possibly due to the density gradient. This conclusion is in contrast to the predictions of the

Statistical M~ultifragmentation Model.

This study of multifragmentation using a range of projectiles demonstrates a transition

lrom pure thermal decay" (for p + Au collisions) to disintegration "decorated" by the onset

of a collective flowx (for heavier projectiles ). Nevertheless, the decay mechanism should be

considered as thermal multifragmentation. The partition of the system is governed by the

nuclear ]heating, and IMF charge distributions in all the cases considered are well described

by the statistical model neglecting any flow.
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KapitayxoB B. A. i xtp. E6-2002-75
TenROaAi MyinbTticparmeHTauiHq ropgtlIX tutep

q4 a3OBbi H epeXO.4 <)HAVKOCT,-Tymal-l

C lomoILubi 4-YCTaHOBKH (DA3A Hcci-le;nOeanacb MHoIcCTBeHHa.i 3mIIccI4S tpar-

meHTOB C ipome)KYTo14Hof maccoii ((DflM) B coyjiape~iAX [Hp0T0H0B (o 8,1 173B), 4 He
(4 11 14,6 173B) f 2C (22,4 3B) mHUIwel-11 3 3JloTa. B Bcex cy'iaAx timeeT meCTO
TerliloBati MY~~i~arC~u ropgr4ero ceKraTopa m~dweHiH. Pacrnpeenel-ftie DM
[10 MHOflKeCTBeHHOCTHi H 3pfllay XOPOWO OnHCbiBaeTCRi Kom6iHHpoBaHHOiI M0,aeJTbMO, BKjIIoqa-
towuefi BHyrp"5iatepHbi KaCKaat c nociieayiouitim CTaTiICT~iqeCKHM MHoroTe1Sbibm pacrLaUom
BO36yxl(JeHH~oro 0CTaTo'lHoro rntapa. 3)TOT ripouecc i1O0HCXO.tI4T 3a BpeMi T 70 rUM/C, TO
YCTaHOBY1eHO riyrem alajim3a yrniOBbiX c13HM-cDIM-Koppe-siut4ii. MHoAKeCTBeHHai 3LCC
qiparmel]TOB 1i~ppT~yT5 KK 4ta3o3bliiepexou ")(lKH1OCTb-TymaH», rnpotdCXOn.5uIi9 d
B C1111HolaJbHOi o6jiaCnli.

MccileaoBa~a BOJ10UHSI exaHHi3ma TnJflOBOi4 MyJ1bTIHcbparmeHTaU~iH C OCTOM macCba
6osi6apntipyioruef qIaCT111-bi. OTmeqeHo niotiBnleie paa~aTi~~bHor KT1eKTi4BHoOro ToKa I

X1rly'IKoB 
4 He 't 2C. 143 pe3yJlbTaT0B aayil3a cea~yeT, `[To 6ojiee TceJlbte cqlparmeHTbl

o6paay1iTorcipey eT~t B ueliTpaJbHOfi o6xiacTH pacnaatoro oema.

Pa6oTa Bbtn]o-qHeHa B la6opaToplti swepHbX npo6lem K~M. B. l.-,Ixiejenooa 014511.

flperlptfHT Ofte~rlHoro tlHCTHTyra mL1epHbIX lccnleAoBaii. 11y6Hia, 2002

Karnaukhov V. A. et al. E6-2002-75
Thermal Multifragmentation of Hot Nuclei and Liquid-Fog Phase Transition

Multiple emission of intermediate-mass fragments in the collisions of protons (up
to 8.1 GeV), 4 He (4 and 14.6 GeV) and 12 (22.4 GeV) on Au has been studied
with the 4n -setup FASA. In all cases thermal multifragmentation of the hot and diluted tar-

Iget spectator takes place. The fragment multiplicity and charge distributions are well de-
scribed by the combined model including the modified intranuclear cascade followed

Iby the statistical multibody decay of the hot system. IMF-IMF correlation study supports
ths picture giving very short time scale of the process (T • 70 fm/c). This decay process can 
be interpreted as the first order nuclear liquid-fog phase transition inside the spinodal region.

The evolution of the mechanism of thermal multifragmentation with increasing prc;jec-I
tile mass was investigated. The onset of the radial collective flow was observed for heavier
projectiles. The analysis reveals the information on the fragment space distribution inside

Ithe break-up volume: heavier MF are formed predominantly in the interior of the fragment-
ing nucleus possibly due to the density gradient.

The investigation has been performed at the Dzhelepov Laboratory of Nuclear Prob- 
lems, JINR.

Prepfn; of the Joint nstitute for Nuclear Research. Dubna. 2002
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